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Abstract. This paper presents a pneumatic-based force sensor, used to measure
the force generated at the tip of a surgical instrument during robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery (RMIS). Despite the achievements of the robotic surgery,
the lack of haptic feedback to the surgeon is still a great limitation, since through
palpation the physician can distinguish consistency of tissues and determine the
occurrence of an abnormal mass. Although a great effort has been made by researchers to develop novel haptic interfaces able to provide force feedback to the
operator, far fewer works exist regarding the design of sensing systems for robotic
surgery. In this respect, we propose a new force measurement method based on
the relation between the air pressure variation inside a pneumatic balloon and the
interaction force due to the contact between the balloon and an object. A performance comparison with a very-fine resolution commercial force sensor proves
the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed approach.

1

Introduction

Robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery (RMIS) is increasingly becoming a fundamental component of the state-of-the-art operating room. It might be considered the
evolution of the manual minimally invasive surgery (MIS). Its success is due to several different reasons, e.g., improved precision, enhanced visualization, reduced instruments tremor, error-free and timely repetitive tasks execution, reduced incision size, and
shorter hospitalization [6]. On the other hand, there are still a few disadvantages with
respect to MIS, in which surgeons feel the interaction between the surgical instrument
and the patient via a long shaft, although tactile cues and force feedback result deprived
compared with open surgery [20]. In RMIS any natural haptic feedback is generally
absent and the lack of effective haptic feedback is often reported as one of the main
limitations of robot-assisted surgery [10].
Wagner et al. [21] have been among the first to systematically assess the benefits
led by force feedback on blunt dissection using robotic surgery: the absence of haptic
?

The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 Research and Innovation Programme under Grant Agreement n◦ 688857 of the project
“SoftPro”
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Fig. 1. Working principle of the proposed pneumatic force sensor. a) A pneumatic elastic membrane is hosted deflated inside the surgical instrument when it is not needed. b) When a measurement of the interaction force is required, the membrane is inflated and comes into contact
with the human tissue. The subsequent change of pressure of the internal gas is then related to
instrument/tissue interaction.

feedback increased errors causing tissue damage by a mere factor of 3. It is well-known
that haptic feedback can complement other sensory modalities and for instance counterbalance the narrow camera view available in minimally invasive surgery.
Among the several applications present in the literature, robot-assisted palpation
seems to be particularly favored by the addition of haptic signals and without them
excessive forces might be applied by the surgeon causing complications, such as accidental puncturing of blood vessels. Meli et al. [11] proved that haptic feedback (even
magnified) enhances the performance of a teloperation framework during robot-assisted
needle insertion and palpation tasks. Pacchierotti et al. [16] tested different types of tactile feedback in a teleoperation framework in which eighteen subjects used a da Vinci
robot (Intuitive Surgical Inc. USA) to palpate a heart model. Fingertip deformation
feedback significantly improved palpation performance by reducing the task completion time, the pressure exerted on the heart model, and the subject’s absolute error in
detecting the orientation of an embedded plastic stick. Mahvash et al. [9] exploited again
a da Vinci Surgical System (a customized version) to prove that direct force feedback
is superior to graphical force displays in a palpation task of both a heart and a prostate
models.
Although a great effort has been made by researchers to develop novel haptic interfaces able to provide force feedback to the operator, far fewer works exist regarding the
design of sensing systems for robotic surgery. In any teleoperation scenario the force
applied on the slave side needs to be measured, or at least estimated, in order to be fed
back to the operator. The main goal of tactile sensing in RMIS is to detect local mechanical properties of tissue such as compliance, viscosity, and surface texture, that can
indicate the current status of the tissue, i.e., healthy and non-healthy [15]. Commercially
available force/torque sensors are very effective to measure such interaction forces in
many teleoperation applications, but the operating theater sets several constraints in
terms of biocompatibility, size, cost, and sterilizability [14]. For example a biomimetic
tactile sensor is presented in [22]. Deformations of its skin can be detected by displacing a conductive fluid from the vicinity of electrodes on a rigid core. While the sensor
is promising in providing human-like haptic capability for surgical robots, it is still not
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compatible with robot-assisted surgical operations due to its on-board electronics and
poor possibility of sterilization.
The easiest way to match all the operating theater constraints consists in using vision
to track tissue deformation and consequently estimate its mechanical properties and interaction forces. No add-on sensors are needed, standard endoscopic cameras might be
used for this. Different approaches have been studied to model tissue deformations. One
among all uses deformable active contours, also called snakes, to observe changes over
time [8]. The minimization of the energy function, depending on contour smoothness,
image forces, and external constraint forces, has been fused with a prior knowledge
from finite-element models of nonlinear elastic materials. However, physical parameters of human organs are not always available [13]. Aviles et al. [1] used again energy
functional minimization to measure the tissue surface displacement, but they exploited
also a neuro approach to establish a geometric-visual relation and estimate the applied
force.
Even though most of the surgical tools were not designed to host sensors, some
researchers have had success in integrating them to existing jaws or to the tip of grasping
forceps [12]. For sterilizability reasons, sensors should not be mounted directly on the
jaws because it is desirable to use tips that can be detached and disposed of after use. In
this regard, Tavakoli et al. [19] placed several strain gauges on the base of an endoscopic
end-effector far enough from the tip to non-invasively measure interactions with the
tissue. A different approach can be to re-design surgical equipment. In this direction,
Gonenc et al. [4] presented one of the first micro-forceps that can sense 3-DOF forces
at the tool tip to be used in retinal microsurgery. Puangmali et al. [17] developed a
miniature 3-axis distal force sensor based on a optical sensing scheme and capable of
measuring tissue interaction forces at the tip of a surgical instrument.
In this paper, we present the idea of using a tiny pneumatic balloon to estimate the
interaction forces playing on the slave side during robot-assisted surgery. The balloon
can be placed in a cavity of either the surgical instrument or the endoscopic camera as
sketched in Fig. 1. Due to the contact between the balloon and patient’s body, a change
in the air pressure inside the balloon occurs. This difference in pressure can be related
to the interaction force. While several tactile displays using pneumatic balloons have
been developed for RMSI applications [18,5], to the best of our knowledge, such an
approach is totally underexploited on the sensing side.

2

Pneumatic force sensor

Due to the strict constraints of the operating room, it is not trivial to measure forces
occurring during instrument/tissue interactions. In this work, we propose an innovative
approach to evaluate those interaction forces, taking advantage of a tiny pneumatic balloon hidden inside the cavity of a surgical tool when not used. By inflating the elastic
membrane with a gas, e.g., air, it comes out very close to the tip of the surgical instrument and can be used to palpate the human tissue of interest.
Main advantages of this approach can be appreciated from different points of view.
First of all, the elastic membrane can be made of biocompatible material already widespread in surgery, such as latex, polyurethane, or silicone, in order to prevent any kind
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of inflammation or immune response against the material itself [2]. Secondly, all the
parts that need to be embedded in the surgical tool and that enter the human body are
simple and very inexpensive. Since most of the surgical tools, e.g., da Vinci tools, are
disposable because of sterilizability reasons, the sensing system must not represent a
further significant cost. Indeed, in the proposed sensing apparatus, the electronic sensors and boards are not located in the operational workspace, mechanical information
are transferred by means of a gas to the sensitive components. A further advantage is
that the pneumatic balloon comes out from its housing in the proximity of the endeffector tip only when the elastic membrane is inflated, without limiting or constraining
the tool workspace when it is not needed. The balloon acts as the remote surgeon’s
fingerpad permitting those palpation tasks often essential in open surgical procedures,
e.g., locating arteries. Finally, the elastic membrane, because of its nature, adapts to any
curvilinear surfaces of the body: this represents a further advantage, because human
tissues have an irregular shape and different stiffness. A sensor that can passively adapt
to the body part being touched avoids unreliable and non-continuous signals that might
be delivered by standard single-point contact sensors. When all the force information is
successfully collected by the surgeon, the balloon can be deflated again to avoid limiting
surgical instrument tip motions. The surgeon can repeat the aforementioned palpation
action anytime it is deemed necessary.
2.1

Device description

In this paper, we present a proof of concept in which the pneumatic force sensor is composed of a 3D-printed part made of ABSPlus (Stratasys Inc., USA), a latex pneumatic
balloon, an air compressor Ciao 25/185 (FNA S.p.A., IT), two solenoid valves L172
2/2 G1/8 (Asco Numatics Sirai S.r.l., IT), a differential pressure sensor MPXV5050DP
(Freescale Semiconductor, Inc), an Arduino UNO board, and some pipes and airtight
fittings to connect the different components. The tank air compressor equipped with a
pneumatic pressure regulator prevents the occurrence of blast waves in the air inside the
circuit. The addition of two solenoid valves, whose control is managed by the Arduino
board, enables the operator to control the air flow, inflating and deflating the circuit according to the desired pressure value. The opening/closing time of the valves is 10 ms.
It is essential that all the hoses and couplings are leakproof to avoid undesired pressure
variations that might severely affect sensor readings. The exploited differential pressure
sensor has a pressure range of (0, 50 ) kPa and an accuracy of 2.5 % of full scale. The
use of our pneumatic force sensor does not present the limitations shared among most
of the commercial force sensors and mentioned in Sec. 1: the pressure sensor can be
positioned even far from the contact site, as long as in the same pneumatic circuit, since
the pressure is uniformly distributed. This can avoid the disposal of the sensor at the
end of any surgical intervention.
2.2

Pneumatic system control

We herein report a brief description of how the micro-controller Arduino Uno, combined with the Arduino 4 Relays Shield, manages the opening and closing of the solenoid
valves and induces different system conditions: i) inflating, ii) deflating, and iii) locking.
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Fig. 2. Pneumatic system control: a) diagram and b) real implementation.

Inflating and deflating procedures open the inflating and deflating valves (see Fig. 2),
respectively, keeping close the other one. While during both these policies the amount
of air present inside the system changes, in the locking condition the two solenoid
valves are closed and the amount of air inside the system is constant. The operator can
arbitrarily choose in any moment to start the inflating or deflating actions or change the
desired pressure value. In the latter case, an automatic procedure will open/close the
valves to reach the preset air pressure inside the system and keep it constant. To prevent
the chattering of the internal pressure when close to the preset value, that might lead to
a malfunction of the whole measuring system, we introduced hysteresis adopting two
different thresholds equal to the desired pressure ±0.1 kPa.

3

Experimental evaluation

In order to characterize the usability of the proposed sensing system, we conducted
three experiments. The first one evaluated the relation between the variation of the internal pneumatic pressure and the applied force; the second and the third experiments
validated the proposed system comparing the estimation of the force performed by the
pneumatic balloon with the one measured by a commercial force sensor, considered as
ground truth, in two different tasks.
Experimental setup All the experiments shared the same experimental setup. The pneumatic balloon housing was attached to the end-effector of an industrial robot KR3
(KUKA Robotics, Germany). In front of the robotic manipulator, within its workspace,
there was a flat wall, the balloon was supposed to come into contact with. Interaction
forces were measured by a ATI Nano17 six-axis force/torque sensor (ATI Industrial
Automation, USA) placed on the wall at the contact site (see Fig. 3). Its main features
are the small size (17 mm diameter) and a very high resolution (0.00312 N), with a
measurement range of ±17 N for the normal direction and ±12 N for the others.
The motion of the robotic arm was constrained along its y-axis, i.e., the normal direction with respect to the the balloon exit wound and the force sensor, thus the wall.
This particular experimental setup permits to carry out the same experiments an arbitrary number of time in the same condition, i.e., a high degree of repeatability is granted.
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup. Phase 1: the housing, mounted on the end-effector of a Kuka KR3
robot, hosts the pneumatic balloon deflated. Phase 2: the pneumatic balloon is inflated according
to the desired pressure value. Phase 3: the pneumatic balloon comes into contact with the ATI
sensor attached to a wall.

3.1

Experiment #1: Estimation of the relation between applied force and
pneumatic pressure

To find the relation between the pressure variation in the circuit, due to the contact between the pneumatic balloon and an object, and the subsequent exerted force, there are
two main methods: i) making a physical model of the system; ii) estimating an empirical evaluation. We decided to discard the first option because it might be very hard to
accurately model the elastic deformation of the pneumatic balloon, in particular when
you do not have a full characterization of the material that might significantly affect
the behavior of the elastic membrane. Thus, we conducted a preliminary experiment
simulating a robot-assisted palpation task to gather data about our system and find an
empirical force-pressure relation that implicitly contains also the nonlinear behavior of
the elastic balloon. It is worth underlying that the ranges of pressure and force of interest in surgical palpation are small and this facilitates the empirical characterization and
evaluation.
Methods During each palpation task the robotic end-effector, not in contact with the
sensor initially, gradually moved towards the wall. Once it came into contact with the
force sensor, an increasing force was exerted through the pneumatic balloon. Then it
stopped. We considered six different initial pressure ranges for the pneumatic balloon
defined according to a pilot experiment and reported in the left column of Fig. 5b.
Within each range, we tested multiple values of initial pressure. In particular, starting
from the first value of the range, the initial pressure was increased by 0.12 kPa each time.
For each pressure value we carried out two palpation tasks in which the displacement of
the robotic end-effector was 3 mm and 6 mm, respectively. So, following this procedure
we carried out 20 trials for each pressure range, 10 with the end-effector displacement
of 3 mm and 10 with the one of 6 mm, for a total of 120 trials. The zero position was
considered the one in which the elastic membrane came into contact with the sensor.
This moment was detected by the sensor itself with a very small change of the measured
force. The maximum robot motion was set so that the pneumatic balloon housing did
not hit the ATI, preventing measurements alteration.
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Fig. 4. On the left, the norm of the force measured by the ATI Nano 17 (upper part) and the
pressure measured by Freescale MPXV5050DP (lower part). Except for the increasing pressure
due to the inflating air, they have constant trends till the impact between the pneumatic balloon
and the force sensor. On the right, the relation between ∆ P and ∆ F collected throughout the
whole experiment for the initial pneumatic pressure range [5.2, 6.4) kPa.

Results For each experimental trial, when the robotic arm stopped moving, we measured the pressure value of the proposed pneumatic system and the force registered by
the ATI sensor. Because of the aim of the evaluation and the way we carried out the
experiment, i.e., the robotic manipulator was moving along a normal direction with respect to the sensitive surface of the sensor (y-axis in Fig. 3), torque components were
neglected. Moreover, our pneumatic force sensor cannot give any information about the
direction of the applied force: its single value output can be related to the norm of the
force measured by the commercial force sensor.
Fig. 4a shows the norm of the force measured by the ATI sensor on the top and the
pressure measured by the Freescale MPXV5050DP on the bottom during a representative trial. At t = 0 s, the pneumatic balloon is completely deflated and no contact force is
present Fi = 0 N. At about t = 3 s, it reaches the initial pressure, i.e., Pi =5.2 kPa for the
considered task, but there is still no contact force playing. At about t = 8.6 s, the balloon
applies a force on the ATI sensor, that corresponds to a change of the pneumatic system
pressure. The difference in terms of force ∆ F = Ff − Fi , where Ff is the value of the
force registered by the ATI sensor when the robotic arm stopped moving, needs to be
related with ∆ P = Pf − Pi , where Pf is the pressure inside the pneumatic system due to
the contact with the sensor.
Fig. 4b shows with blue stars each couple (∆ P, ∆ F) collected throughout the whole
experiment for the specific initial pneumatic pressure range [5.2, 6.4 ) kPa. Data do not
result equally distributed on the pressure range because higher contact forces cannot
be reached with lower initial pressures. The purple line represents a quadratic fitting of
data obtained with a least squares method to estimate the empirical relation between ∆ P
and ∆ F. The different equations estimated this way for any considered initial pressure
range are graphically depicted in Fig. 5a and reported in Fig. 5b.
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Fig. 5. Empirical force-pressure relations for the six considered initial pressure ranges.

3.2

Experiment #2: Pneumatic sensor validation (making contact)

The aim of the second experiment was to validate the previously defined force-pressure
relation in a single and maintained contact task, in which it was easier to compute the
final estimation error since at the end of each trial the interaction force was constant.
Methods Similarly to the first experiment, the task consisted in the robotic end-effector,
not in contact with the sensor at the beginning, that gradually moved towards the wall
and applied an increasing force on the sensor by means of the pneumatic balloon and
then stopped. We carried out 10 trials for each initial pressure range depicted on the left
side of Fig. 5b, for a total of 60 trials. In any trial both the pressure and the displacement
of the robotic end-effector were pseudo randomly picked out in the considered relative
range. Regarding the displacement of the robotic end-effector, we selected the range
[2,7] mm to consider a larger number of interactions with the ATI sensor. Again, the
zero position was the one in which the elastic membrane came in contact with the ATI
and any contact between the ATI and the pneumatic balloon housing was avoided.
Results For each experimental trial, when the robotic arm stopped moving, we measured the interaction force with both our pneumatic sensor (following the relation forcepressure detailed in Sec. 3.1) and the ATI sensor. Fig. 6 shows aggregated information
about the error computed by the force estimation performed through the pneumatic sensor with respect to the one measured with the ATI (the ground-truth). Such an error has
been normalized over the force ground-truth value and split among the six different
initial pressure ranges. The resulting mean of the normalized error is 9.81%. We tested
the means of the error normalized over the force measurements for the six considered
initial pressure ranges. The collected data passed the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. To
determine whether the means of the error are statistically equivalent, we performed a
two one-sided t-test (TOST), whose null hypothesis (two groups are different) states
that the groups must differ by at most θ to be rejected. In this work we evaluated θ as
suggested in [7], where the authors provide a useful step-by-step process for performing equivalence testing with commonly available computational software packages. The
tests revealed statistical equivalence for any couple of means.
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3.3

Experiment #3: Pneumatic sensor validation (repeated making/breaking
contact)

The goal of the third experiment was to validate the empirical relation described in
Sec. 3.1 in a more realistic, though repeatable, palpation task. The task consisted in
three different and subsequent making/breaking contact actions with the ATI sensor.
Methods Likewise previous experiments, the robotic end-effector, not in contact with
the sensor at the beginning, gradually moved towards the wall and applied an increasing force on the sensor by means of the pneumatic balloon. As soon as it reached a
predetermined displacement, it started moving backward, thus decreasing the interaction force, and eventually broke the contact. Then, a similar trial started again and then
again, for a total number of three subsequent making/breaking contact actions. Finally,
the robot came into contact with the stationary object and stopped after moving for a
certain displacement. While the initial pressure the balloon was inflated with was kept
the same throughout the task, the robot displacement changed each trial and it was
5.0 mm, 5.5 mm, 6.0 mm, and 6.5 mm for the first, the second, the third, and the fourth
trial, respectively. Again, the zero position was considered the one in which the elastic
membrane came into contact with the ATI sensor and any contact between the sensor
and the pneumatic balloon housing was avoided.
Results With respect to the previous experiment of Sec. 3.2, this test aimed at investigating the performance of the proposed sensor throughout a complete palpation task,
analyzing the final steady-state interaction force as well as the transient one. During the
task we measured the interaction force with the ATI force sensor, considered as ground
truth, and we estimated the same force using the proposed pneumatic sensor following
the proper equation characterized in Sec. 3.1. Fig. 7 shows the force profiles gathered by
both the ATI sensor (solid blue line) and our pneumatic sensor (dashed magenta line).
During this run the initial pressure was set to 8.15 kPa. On the top, data are reported
as recorded and it is worth noting the presence of a time delay between the blue and
magenta force profiles due to the different dynamics of the two sensors. On the bottom,
this delay has been artificially corrected introducing a constant time shift of -0.015 s to
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Fig. 7. Repeated making/breaking contact. The solid blue line shows the interaction force measured by the ATI sensor along the y-axis (see Fig. 3). The dashed magenta line represents the
interaction force estimated by the proposed pneumatic sensor. The dotted green line indicates
the absolute error between the two aforementioned forces. On the top figure it is possible to see
a delay between the developed sensor and the commercial one. On the bottom, a time shift of
-0.015 s has been introduced to realign the two plots and compute a more meaningful error.

the force estimated by the pneumatic sensor. The green dotted line represents sample
by sample the absolute value of the difference between the two gathered forces and can
be considered a significant metric to measure the accuracy of our sensor. For the sake of
fairness, the error is shown on both the subplots. It has a maximum value of 0.5757 N
when the time delay is present and 0.2417 N where it is not.
3.4

Discussion, conclusion, and future work

This paper introduces the design of a novel pneumatic force sensor for robot-assisted
surgery, that takes advantage of the measure of a pressure change inside an elastic membrane to estimate the interaction force between the surgical tool and the patient’s tissue.
The balloon can be inflated only when required, without constraining the surgeon’s
workspace during the standard medical procedures. Moreover, the delocalization of the
electronics with respect to the elastic membrane, makes this surgical tool inexpensive
and easily disposable because of sterilizability reasons. Firstly, to characterize the usability of the proposed sensing system, we empirically evaluated the relation between
the variation of the pressure inside the elastic membrane and the applied force, considering six different ranges of the initial pneumatic pressure. Then, we validated the
computed functions exploiting a commercial F/T sensor as ground-truth twofolds: i)
during a single and maintained contact; ii) during four subsequent interactions with
an object that mimic a complete palpation task. The force-pressure relation shown in
Fig. 5 strictly depends on the elastic membrane material and on the system size so, with
a view to future applications, the system needs to be calibrated when any main component changes. The use of a gas as a means to estimate interaction forces allows one to
change the initial balloon pressure, thus the stiffness of the tool, according to the tissue
to be touched and the amount of force to exert. It is clear how the same pressure change
leads to different interactions forces, when the initial pneumatic pressure varies. Al-
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though the aggregated results depicted in Fig. 6 were declared statistically equivalent,
it is worth noting that the pneumatic sensor appears less accurate with a lower initial
pressure. This might be due to the fact that measured forces at low initial pressure are
lower and a small absolute error might result in a higher error ratio. This trend is also
confirmed for the highest pressure range, in which the error ratio is the lowest. Even
though Fig. 7 shows a slightly slower dynamics of the proposed pneumatic system with
respect to a high-bandwidth very-fine resolution commercial sensor (constant time delay of 0.015 s), the two force profiles result almost overlapped no matter the continuous
change of interaction forces. This proves a high reliability of the system both in the
transient and in the steady-state interaction. However, the nature of this delay will be
further investigated in future works together with its relation to the pneumatic system
hoses length and diameter. Faragasso et al. [3] developed in 2014 a system combining
vision and a spring mechanism to measure interaction forces in MIS. They proposed two
different models, a mathematical and an experimental one, with a RMSE of 0.1535 N
and 0.1355 N, respectively, in the range [0, 1.96] N. Computing the RMSE on the data
collected during the experiment of Sec. 3.2 and considering the same force range, we
found a value of 0.1121 N, comparable, if not lower, to the ones calculated by Faragasso
et al.. The major advantage of our system, with respect to the aforementioned one, is the
possibility of changing online the compliance of the sensing part according to the tissue
to touch. In the other system the compliance strictly depends on the structure of the
device and the stiffness of the spring used. Despite the simple and intuitive technology
exploited to design the proposed pneumatic system, the presented preliminary results
appear very promising and, in our opinion, this working principle represents a valuable
contribution for the development of inexpensive sensors to be used in RMIS scenarios.
Future work will be focused on the reduction of the prototype size and on the actual
integration with surgical tools. Surgeons’ opinion will be asked how to improve device
ergonomics and feasibility in practical usage will be explored. Also a different set of
elastic biocompatible materials will be tested to understand which one might be the best
for different specific surgical tasks. Besides the application in RMIS that represents the
main goal, the proposed system might be used also for different purposes. For instance
a set of these pneumatic sensors can also be seen as the fingerpads of a robotic hand,
whose compliance of the grasp can be real-time tuned.
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